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Abstract
Early termination is an important pruning technique for optimizing the performance of query processing
in search engines. It returns the result without scanning the entire posting lists of the query terms and
therefore it can reduce the time of query processing. Early termination depends on the score of processed
documents. So it is not conducive to parallelize it for a single query. If the position of early termination
is predicted, it can help parallelism and scheduling. In this paper, we propose mathematical models to
predict the size of the intersection set of inverted lists. On the basis of that, we analyze diﬀerent features
and propose a machine learning method to predict early termination. The experimental results show
that our prediction is reasonably accurate.
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1

Introduction

The search engine system is to collect information from the Internet, establish the index, and
return the relevant information for queries. With the development of Internet, information increases faster and faster, and users more and more depend on search engines. Search engines must
provide high throughput and fast response time to satisfy user requirements. It is signiﬁcant to
optimize query performance.
Recently, many optimization methods take diﬀerent strategies based on prediction. Starting to
process a query, search engines predict the performance of query processing ﬁrstly, then schedule the query based on the predicted results to balance and optimize both response time and
throughput. Macdonald et al. [7] proposed a query scheduling algorithm based on the response
time prediction. The method proposed in [5] predicts the query execution time and parallelizes
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long queries. Most of the contemporary researches studied on the prediction method of query
processing time, but payed less attention to other features.
The position of early termination determines whether a document will be processed. The
result of prediction can be used to estimate the computational quantity and schedule queries,
which contributes to the load balancing of a distributed search engine. When parallelizing for
single query, if it is predicted that the position of early termination is before dmax , it is reasonable
not to parallel process the documents after dmax , which can reduce the load while parallelizing.
In this paper, we study on the method of early termination prediction. The contributions of our
work are as follows:
• Inverted lists intersection size prediction Given a group of terms, we propose mathematical models to predict the number of documents in the intersection set of their inverted
lists. The experimental results show the high linear correlation between the predicted and
real values.
• Early termination prediction Given a query and a boundary parameter, we develop a
classiﬁer to predict whether the position of early termination before the boundary. The
experimental results show the high prediction accuracy of our method.

2

Background and Related Work

2.1

Query processing

A document is a sequence of terms. A search engine indexes many documents and assign a
unique number docIdd to each document. The common index structure in search engines is
inverted index. An inverted index stores the information about a document set D and a term set
T and consists of inverted lists. For each term t ∈ T , the inverted list l(t) consists of postings.
For each document d ∈ D that contains term t, postingt,d stores docIdd and term frequency tft,d .
In this paper, a document d is considered as a set of terms: d = {t1 , t2 , t3 . . . t|d| }, and an inverted
list l(t) is considered as a set of documents: l(t) = {d|t ∈ d, d ∈ D}.
A query may contain several terms and the user often want to get the documents that contains
all terms. This paper focuses on AND queries which require the result documents contains all
query terms. A query q is considered as a set of terms: q = {t1 , t2 , t3 . . . t|q| }. All documents that
match query q form a set R(q) which is ∩
equal to the intersection of the inverted lists of all query
terms: R(q) = {d|t ∈ d, t ∈ q, d ∈ D} = t∈q l(t).
There are two strategies of query processing [12]:
• Term-at-a-time (TAAT) Process the inverted lists of query terms one after another.
Start to process next query term only after having completed the processing of current
term.
• Document-at-a-time (DAAT) Process documents one by one. Start to process next
document only after having evaluated current document for all query terms.
For a query, a lot of documents match it while a few is useful, therefore search engines rank each
document and return documents with high ranks. Because users usually only need the documents
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most meet their requirements and search engines only need get the results displaying in current
page, it only needs to return top k documents. That is called top-k query processing.

2.2

Ranking function

A ranking function computes a score for each document. It is usually a combination of diﬀerent
kinds of scores. The most common scores to rank documents are static rank score (SR score),
information retrieval score (IR score) and term proximity score (TP score) [10]. SR score describes
the importance of a document, it is independent of a speciﬁc query. IR score is based on term
frequency. TP score considers the positions of query terms.
In this paper, we use the ranking function [15] that combines SR score and IR score. SR score
can be computed by PageRank algorithm, which is based on the hyper link relationships of web
pages. It is independent of a query and processed oﬀ-line. IR score can be calculated using the
BM25 formula [9] which considers both term frequency and document length. It is the linear
combination of IR score of query terms and the formula is as follows:
IR(d, q) =

∑
t∈q

ωt

(k1 + 1)tfd,t
dld
tfd,t + k1 (1 − b + b
)
avdl

(1)

where tfd,t is the frequency of term t appearing in document d, dld is the length of document d,
avdl is the average length of all the documents, k1 ∈ [0, +∞) and b ∈ [0, 1] are two parameters.
ωt is inverse document frequency (IDF), which is calculated by the following formula:
ωt = log

N − nt + 0.5
nt + 0.5

(2)

where N is the total number of documents and nt is the number of documents containing term t.
Given a document d and a query q, the ranking function using in this paper is the weighted
average of SR and IR score:
S(d, q) = α · SR(d) + β · IR(d, q)

(3)

where parameters fulﬁll α ∈ [0, 1], β ∈ [0, 1], α + β = 1. SR and IR score should be normalized
to range [0, 1] and the normalized IR score IR(d, q) is calculated as follows:
∑
IR(d, q) =

t∈q

ωt IR(d, t)
∑
ωt

(4)

t∈q

where IR(d, t) is the normalized IR score, which is calculated as follows:
IR(d, t) =

tfd,t
dld
tfd,t + k1 (1 − b + b
)
avdl

(5)
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Early termination

Once a search engine ﬁnds the current result set for a query is good enough, it stops searching and
returns the current result set. That is called early termination [1]. Most of the early termination
algorithms rebuild the index based on scores. The method in [8] sorts the index by withindocument frequency related to IR score. Anh et al. [2] proposed an algorithm that partitions a
posting list into segments. In each segment, the documents have same impact value relevant to
IR score. The strategy proposed in [6] partitions a posting list into two segments based on the
IR score of documents and sorts each segment by SR score. In addition, Yan et al. [14] studied
on the early termination algorithm with TP score.
The early termination method used in this paper is a rank-safe [11] algorithm proposed by
Zhang et al. [15]. It computes a global score GS(d) for each document d and resorts documents
descending by the global score, where GS(d) represents the upper bound of document score S(d).
By Eq. (4), for any query q, IR(d, q) ≤ maxt∈q IR(d, t) ≤ maxt∈d IR(d, t), and the upper bound
of IR score (UBIR score) can be calculated using the following formula:
U BIR(d) = max IR(d, t)
t∈d

(6)

Noting that both SR(d) and U BIR(d) are term-independent, GS(d) is calculated as follows:
GS(d) = α · SR(d) + β · U BIR(d)

(7)

DAAT strategy can be combined with early termination eﬀectively. A rank-safe early termination algorithm evaluates documents one by one and maintains the current top-k results of
processed documents. The process stops and returns the current top-k results once the following
terminating condition is satisﬁed:
Sk ≥ St
(8)
where Sk is the score of the current k-th document, and St is the score upper bound of unprocessed
documents. Rebuilding the index as above, while processing the current document d, St can be
calculated by St = GS(d). The ﬁrst document that satisﬁes the terminating condition is the
position of early termination.

3
3.1

Inverted Lists Intersection Set Size Prediction
Intersection set size calculation

Given a set of terms q = {t1 , t2 , t3 . . . t|q| }, we can use the probability method to estimate the size
of intersection set |R(q)|. If we can calculate the probability P (q) that all terms of q appear in a
random document, then the expectation of intersection set size |R(q)| is:
|R(q)| = |D| · P (q)

(9)

where |D| is the number of documents in the entire index. Deﬁning P (t) as the probability that
term t appears in a random document, it is obvious that P (q) has much to do with P (t) for t ∈ q
and we can calculate P (t) as follows:
|l(t)|
(10)
P (t) =
|D|
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where |l(t)| is the size of inverted list l(t). We set diﬀerent assumptions and then try to calculate
P (q) using P (t).
• Independent model
Assuming that terms are independent of each other, P (q) can be calculated as follows:
∏
P (t)
(11)
P (q) =
t∈q

• Correlation model
In fact, terms are correlated with each other. It is diﬃcult to think of the relation of all
query terms directly. So we combine some of them into a group, then consider the correlation
between a group g and a term t and calculate as follows:
√
P (g ∪ {t}) = P (g)P (t) + ρ(g, t) P (g)(1 − P (g))P (t)(1 − P (t))
(12)
where ρ(g, t) is the correlation coeﬃcient of g and t. For each oﬀ-line query q, we use DAAT
strategy to calculate the intersection set. In each step, we can get R(g) and R(g ∪ {t}),
then ρ(g, t) can be computed, where g ⊂ q, t ∈ q. For the term groups that have same size,
we compile statistics and calculate the average ρ(g, t) of them. Because the oﬀ-line query
set is limited, we use a function ρ′ (|g ∪ {t}|) to ﬁt the statistical results, which is used to
compute parameter ρ(g, t).
• Exponential model
If query length is above two, the correlation model is asymmetric for the query terms.
Diﬀerent order for computation will get diﬀerent results, but in fact the correlation is
independent of the order. Therefore, we try to propose an exponential model to calculate
P (q) directly, which is on the basis of the independent model and add an exponential
parameter k(q) to describe the correlation:
∏
P (q) = ( P (t))k(q)
(13)
t∈q

For each oﬀ-line query q, we can get the size of intersection set |R(q)|, then k(q) can be
computed. We compute the average k(q) of the queries whose size are same, and use a
function k ′ (|q|) ﬁtting the average values to compute parameter k(q).

3.2

Experimental results

We use the TREC GOV [13] data set which contains about 1.25 million documents and Terabyte
2006 [3] query set which contains about 100 thousands queries. We use diﬀerent elementary
functions to ﬁt the statistical average. The best ﬁtting result is shown in Fig. 1 and the function
is as follows:
ρ(g, t) = ρ′ (|g ∪ {t}|) = 0.1792 · |g ∪ {t}|−1.564
(14)
k(q) = k ′ (|q|) = 1 − 0236 · ln |q|

(15)
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Fig. 1: Average and function ﬁtting values of parameters in correlation and exponential model
Table 1: Linear regression analysis of result set size and predicted value
Model

Average Linear correlation

ORACLE

3011

1.000

Independent

1081

0.881

Correlation

1551

0.904

Exponential

3236

0.943

The ﬁtting and average values are close for correlation model and almost equal for exponential
model.
Table. 1 shows the results of our predictions. Because the main target of this paper is to
predict early termination, we compare the linear correlations instead of errors. ORACLE is the
statistical results of real values. We can ﬁnd that the computed value of independent model is
obviously lower, which prove the correlation between diﬀerent terms. The lower average value of
correlation model is because of the mathematical properties of Eq. (12). Overall, the predicted
value saves most messages of real value.

4
4.1

Early Termination Prediction
Features selection

Given a top-k query q and a boundary document dmax , from the input, we should extract the
features of document dmax and query |q|. The score of document dmax is a part of terminating
condition. The length of query q is an important query property and term IDFs appear in the
ranking function. Next, thinking of query processing, the condition that the position of early
termination before dmax satisﬁes existing as least k documents d1 , d2 , d3 , . . . , dk fulﬁll S(di , q) ≥
GS(dmax ), where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , k. For a random document d, if the probability S(d, q) >
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GS(dmax ) is p, then the probability of early termination PET is as follows:
|R(q)| (

PET =

∑
i=k

)
|R(q)| i
p (1 − p)|R(q)|−i
i

(16)

where we can get the conclusion that PET is highly related to |R(q)| and p, where |R(q)| is the
size of the intersection set and p is related to the score distribution of the documents in the
intersection set.
The features are divided into four groups and listed in Table. 2, where SRq , IRq , Sq , GSq are
random variables representing the scores of a random document in the intersection set of query
q. It is impossible to calculate score distribution features for a query exactly without processing
the query, but we can compute and save the features of each term oﬀ-line, then based on some
assumptions, estimate using the values of term. Given any two terms t1 and t2 , SRt1 and SRt2 ,
GSt1 and GSt2 are perfectly correlate for same documents, where random variables SRt , IRt and
GSt representing the scores of a random document in the inverted list of term t. In addition, IRt1
and IRt2 are assumed perfectly independent of each other. And given a query q, SRq and IRq are
assumed perfectly independent of each other. When extracting the features of score distribution,
we suppose the random variables satisfy the following formulas:
∑
ωt · IRt
1 ∑
1 ∑
t∈q
∑
SRt , IRq =
GSt .
SRq =
, Sq = α · SRq + β · IRq , GSq =
|q| t∈q
ωt
|q| t∈q
t∈q

Table 2: Feature groups

4.2

Feature group

Feature

Boundary features

docIddmax , SR(dmax ), GS(dmax )

Query features

|q|, max ωt , max ωt , average ωt and variance ωt
t∈q

t∈q

t∈q

t∈q

Intersection set size features

The predicted value of all three models

Score distribution features

Expectation and variance of SRq , IRq , Sq , GSq

Experimental results

The documents data set is TREC GOV. We run top-3 query processing, selected 16000 queries
from Terabyte 2006. The queries satisfy that half of them can lead to early termination and half
not. We used the bagging method and REP classiﬁcation tree provided by WEKA package [4],
half of queries for training and the other half for testing. If true class is early termination, the
result may be the following four cases:
• True positive (TP) Predicted value is true and real value is true.
• True negative (TN) Predicted value is false and real value is false.
• False positive (FP) Predicted value is true but real value is false.
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• False negative (FN) Predicted value is false but real value is true.
The boundary features must be chosen as input parameter. Using diﬀerent combinations of
other three groups, the results are shown in Table 3, where “Q” means query features. “N” means
intersection set size features, “S” means score features, “+” means using the real intersection set
size instead of the estimated values. The average accuracy rate of “QNS” is about 0.014 more
than “NS” and “QS”, which is an obvious gap when the accuracy rate is above 0.8. It shows
both “N” and “S” are important features to predict early termination. The results of “QNS”
and “NS”, “QN” and “N” are similar, which shows that “Q” and “N” are overlapped each other.
That is because query length and term IDFs are related to intersection set size. Besides, feature
group “Q” also contains a little information of scores. But “QNS” is obviously better than “QS”,
which shows that “N” is more essential and important than “Q”. If we only use one of “N”,
“Q” and “S”, we can ﬁnd that the results of “N” and “Q” is better than “S”. A possible reason
is that the intersection set sizes of diﬀerent queries vary widely but the score distributions are
similar. Using all features, TP rate reaches to 0.800 and TN rate reaches to 0.849. Comparing
with only using query features, the average error rate declines 8.3% relatively. But it is obvious
that the results of “QNS+” is much better than “QNS”. That means the accuracy rate of early
termination prediction may be improved greatly if we can estimate the intersection set size more
accurate.
Table 3: Classiﬁcation results using diﬀerent features

5

TP rate

TN rate

FP rate

FN rate

ORACLE

1.000

1.000

0.000

0.000

QNS+

0.870

0.867

0.133

0.130

QNS

0.800

0.849

0.151

0.200

NS

0.797

0.848

0.152

0.203

QS

0.805

0.816

0.184

0.195

QN

0.778

0.842

0.158

0.222

N

0.785

0.834

0.166

0.215

Q

0.776

0.841

0.159

0.224

S

0.810

0.762

0.238

0.190

Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed mathematical models based on diﬀerent hypotheses to predict the
intersection set size. On the basis of that, we analyze the terminating condition to get the important factors aﬀecting early termination, extract relevant features and propose a machine learning
method to predict early termination. The experimental results show that our prediction method
reach a high level of accuracy. Comparing the results using diﬀerent features, an obvious conclusion is that, the estimation of intersection set size play an important role in early termination
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prediction. In the future work, we will study on the optimization strategies based on early termination prediction. In addition, we can study on the prediction method for other early termination
algorithms.
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